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	All you need to execute a project perfectly


	A new edition of the classic project management book is here, revised and updated with even more guidelines and real-world examples. This expanded fifth edition provides an applications-oriented understanding of the issues you must confront and important tips for passing the Project Management Professional exam.


	The standard guidebook in the Project Management field for over 20 years Project Planning Scheduling and Control now offers more strategies for dealing effectively with team members, clients, senior managers and other key stakeholders and is the perfect prescription for project success.


	NEW TO THIS EDITION:

	
		Chapters on Full-spectrum Project Management and how to manage a virtual project team
	
		Managing and facilitating project meetings
	
		Techniques for dealing with contractors
	
		Guidelines for setting up a project office
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Network-Based Distributed Planning Using Coevolutionary Algorithms (Intelligent Control and Intelligent Automation - Vol. 13)World Scientific Publishing, 2004

	In this book, efficient and scalable coevolutionary algorithms for distributed, network-based decision-making, which utilize objective functions are developed in a networked environment where internode communications are a primary factor in system performance.A theoretical foundation for this class of coevolutionary algorithms is introduced...
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Microengineering, MEMS, and Interfacing: A Practical Guide (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
Microengineering and Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have very few watertight definitions regarding their subjects and technologies. Microengineering can be described as the techniques, technologies, and practices involved in the realization of structures and devices with dimensions on the order of micrometers. MEMS often refer to mechanical...
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Professional Windows Workflow FoundationWrox Press, 2007
If you want to gain the skills to build Windows Workflow Foundation  solutions, then this is the book for you. It provides you with a clear,  practical guide on how to develop workflow-based software and integrate it into  existing technology landscapes. Throughout the pages, you'll also find numerous  real-world examples and sample code that...
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Windows XP Media Center Edition 2004 PC for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Welcome to Windows XP Media Center Edition 2004 PC For Dummies. What a mouthful! But each word is important, nay, critical! This book is about Microsoft’s next generation of operating system, Windows XP. But this is not an ordinary piece of software — Media Center 2004 is Microsoft’s major push to merge the computing and...
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Network Security: A Practical Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Network Security is a comprehensive resource written for anyone who plans or implements network security measures, including managers and practitioners. It offers a valuable dual perspective on security: how your network looks to hackers who want to get inside, and how you need to approach it on the inside to keep them at bay.
...
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Cardiac Pacing and ICDS (4th Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of "Cardiac Pacing and ICDs" continues to be an accessible and practical clinical reference for residents, fellows, surgeons, nurses, PAs, and technicians. The chapters are organized in the sequence of the evaluation of an actual patient, making it an effective practical guide. Revised...
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